PICTURE PERFECT
A FULL-SCALE COLLABORATION BETWEEN
SIXTWENTYONE AND LISA SCHMITZ INTERIOR
DESIGN TRANSFORMED A CLIENT’S
DECK INTO THIS RESORT-STYLE OASIS.
Written by Katy Ryan Schamberger | Photos by Nate Sheets
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A

home renovation can often be just as
focused on function as it is on form.
After all, it doesn’t matter how eyecatching a space is if it’s not usable.

Lisa Schmitz, principal of Lisa Schmitz Interior
Design, and senior designer Kristyn Iman
protected that balance between polish and
practicality at the home of a Prairie Village-based
client for seven years, where they’ve gradually
updated spaces to introduce openness, natural
light and connectivity. The client’s latest project:
a complete refresh of the backyard.
What was originally envisioned as a smallerscale outdoor update quickly morphed into
a more extensive renovation of the space—
approximately 2,500 square feet total.
For this technical aspect, Lisa tapped Kara
Bouillette, Dan Brown and Jacob Littrell,
cofounders of architectural ﬁrm SixTwentyOne.
“Their vision exceeded what we or the client
expected,” Lisa says.
As the project progressed, the team kept
uncovering opportunities to make the spaces
better.
“The outdoor project started as a deck
remodel,” Dan says. “There were smaller,
disparate spaces that created these small
pockets of hard-to-use space. The client wanted
someone to come out and reimagine how the
spaces could work better together while also
providing additional functionality, such as
covered space to help decrease some of the
area’s direct sun exposure.”
The redesign oﬀers a number of individual
spaces for dining, sitting by the ﬁre, relaxing
with a cocktail, or watching the grandkids play
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on the sport court, yet, as Dan explains, “even
though those spaces have individual uses,
they’re all connected to each other. We spent
a lot of time sitting and standing to make sure
we could see each other. The client wanted that
connection maintained.”
That feeling of connection extends inside
the home, too, minimizing the typical barriers
between indoors and out.
“We paid attention to the views inside because
there’s so much glass,” Lisa says. “In the great
room, you can look through the windows into the
new outdoor lounge space. You can also stand at
one end of the house and look out of the windows
at the other end.”
The interplay among spaces guided purposeful
updates to some of the home’s key interior
spaces, building upon previous work to create an
even more inviting ﬁnal result.
The thoughtful reimagination focused on the
client’s oﬀice, where the husband immerses
himself in a beloved pastime: stamp collecting. The
exterior views from this room were of particular
importance—given how much time the client
spends in this part of the house. Kara also spent “a
lot of time” sitting at the client’s desk, absorbing
the view through too-small windows and an
inconveniently placed tree. She identiﬁed ways to
make it better, including a larger picture window.
The more airy, light-ﬁlled canvas compelled Lisa
and Kristyn to incorporate streamlined custom
cabinets designed to conceal the client’s supplies
and collections. Slender metal ﬂoating shelves
and strategically placed lighting add function
without detracting from the view.
The project also included the redesign of a small
interior lounge, whose size constraints made
the room unappealing for anything other than

The simplicity of this design took many hours of consideration to frame the ideal view while maintaining
the room’s functionality. Sight lines give the owners a perfectly engineered perspective of a covered
seating area surrounded by raised planters and topped by a sedum roof.

brief use, as well as a rarely used exercise room,
which was mostly closed oﬀ from the house—a
feeling of disconnection that was exacerbated
by the room’s ﬂoor, built at a lower level than the
surrounding rooms.
Elevating the ﬂoor and combining that with
the lounge created a larger, more open gathering
space with ﬂuid access to the deck. Numerous
large windows were installed to help diminish the
barrier between outside and in.
Collectively, the project brought new
energy, function and delight into an already
lovely home. And for SixTwentyOne—which
celebrated its two-year business anniversary in
June—the result embodies their approach and
commitment to clients.
“One of our founding ideals is to prioritize
balance and avoid excess,” Dan says. “If you look
at this project, nothing is without purpose. There’s
nothing you can take away without aﬀecting the
overall function of the space. Every part of this
project is uniquely programmed so that they’re
cohesive yet also special in their own right.”

A mix of textures and materials (along with strategic pops of color) helps highlight the
versatility of this completely updated outdoor space, which is equipped for everything
from cocktail hour and al fresco dining to watch parties and DIY s’mores.
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Stylish-yet-durable furniture can withstand active grandkids, who are frequent visitors to the home.
In quieter moments, the updated lounge area acts as an extension of the primary suite.

@lisaschmitzinteriors
@sixtwentyone_
 Resources on page 98

An overhead structure brought shade to a sun-blasted side deck, where the grill often adds
to the heat. Massed grasses inside COR-TEN planters soften the landscape.

Hanging chairs from Italian manufacturer
Paola Lenti are a crowd favorite.
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Because connectivity is so important to this entertaining-focused client, a former lounge and exercise
room were combined into a single spacious gathering area that’s visible and accessible from multiple
points around the house.
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